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ABSTRACT
Efficient scheduling of computationally intensive program is one of the most essential and most difficult issues
to achieve high performance in a parallel computing. Finding an optimal solution for a scheduling problem is
NP-complete. Therefore it is necessary to have heuristic to find a reasonably good schedule. This work focuses on
task scheduling (multiprocessor scheduling) keeping in view its significance for the most complex scientific and
engineering applications. So this work aims at implementing list based scheduling heuristic with different types of
task priorities and to test their appropriateness in regards to prominent performance parameters like schedule length,
speedup and efficiency. A comparative analysis is carried out to test the goodness of these heuristics over a common
platform by using a random set of test graphs called DAGs (directed acyclic graphs), representing a parallel program.
Keywords: Static scheduling, dynamic scheduling, normalized schedule length, makespan.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Advances in the hardware and software technologies
have led to increase in the use of large scale parallel and
distributed system for database, real time, defence and
large scale commercial applications. One of the biggest
issues in such systems is the development of effective
techniques for the distribution of processes of a parallel
program on multiple processors. The problem is how to
distribute (schedule) the processes among processing
elements to achieve some performance goals, such as
minimizing execution time, minimizing communication
delays and maximizing resource utilization. Following
are the key factors for scheduling evaluation:

1. Scheduling performance: It is the minimal total
completion time of a parallel program.

2. Scheduling efficiency: Efficiency is the time
complexity of the scheduling.

Two main scheduling approaches are:
Static Scheduling: It predicts the program execution

behaviour at compile time.
Dynamic Scheduling: It predicts the program

execution behaviour at run-time.
Mainly on parallel and distributed system, static

scheduling is commonly used because it predict the
program execution behaviour at compile time and it
perform a partitioning of smaller tasks into coarser-grain
processes in an attempt to reduce the communication
costs.

Scheduling parallel programs on the parallel systems
are called Homogeneous scheduling. Scheduling parallel
programs on the distributed systems are called
Heterogeneous scheduling.

This paper addresses only the static scheduling
problem. Hereafter, i refer to the static scheduling
problem as simply scheduling. The task interaction graph
model, in which vertices represent parallel processes and
edges denote the inter-process interaction is usually used
in static scheduling of loosely- coupled communicating
processes (since all tasks are considered as simultaneously
and independently executable, there is no temporal
execution dependency) to a distributed system.
Scheduling problems may broadly classify as:

1. Job scheduling and
2. Task scheduling.

Job scheduling deals with the scheduling of
independent jobs; whereas tasks scheduling is related to
scheduling of tasks (processes) belonging to a single
application program. Generally the objective of job
scheduling is to have good load balancing among the
processors, whereas for the later minimization of overall
execution time is the main concern [8]. The prime
objective behind both is to maximize the parallel system's
throughput by completing maximum number of jobs in
the given time span. This work focuses on task scheduling
(multiprocessor scheduling) keeping in view its
significance for the most complex scientific and
engineering applications.
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Process scheduling algorithms methods are typically
classified into various categories:

• Approximation based algorithm approach[17]
• Optimal scheduling algorithm[17]
• Heuristic based algorithm approach[13,7]
• Genetic search based algorithm [18,20]

Figure 1: A Taxonomy of Scheduling

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Parallel Machine scheduling also known as Parallel Task
Scheduling, involves assignment of multiple tasks onto
the system architecture’s processing components. So, the
precedence-constrained parallel applications in scientific
and engineering fields are most typical application
model.

The problem of efficient scheduling of the parallel
application task graphs (task scheduling) onto a given
multiprocessor system with the purpose of reducing the
overall make-span shall be the main focus of this work.

3. SCHEDULING HEURISTICS

The objective of scheduling is to minimize the overall
finish-time of the parallel program by proper allocation
of the tasks to the processors and arrangement of
execution sequencing of the tasks. Scheduling is done in
such a manner that the precedence constraints among
the program tasks are preserved. The overall finish-time
of a parallel program is commonly called the schedule
length or makespan. Some variations to this goal have
been suggested. For example, some researchers proposed
algorithms to minimize the mean flow-time or
meanfinish-time, which is the average of the finish-times
of all the program tasks. The significance of the mean
finish-time criterion is that minimizing it in the final

schedule leads to the reduction of the mean number of
unfinished tasks at each point in the schedule. Some
other algorithms try to reduce the setup costs of the
parallel processors.

3.1. List Scheduling

The objective of scheduling is to map the tasks onto the
processors (machines) and order their execution so that
task dependencies are satisfied and minimum overall
scheduling length (makespan) is achieved [2] mainly on
parallel and distributed system. Most scheduling
algorithms are based on the so called list scheduling
technique [18]. List based heuristics are the most
primitive ones that arrange the nodes of the graphs in
the form of a list, based on some priority in general which
may be calculated statically and dynamically. Highest
priority reads task is then selected and schedule on the
most suitable processor. Based on the priority calculation
phase (compile time or run-time), the list scheduling can
be static or dynamic.

3.2. Clustering Based Scheduling

Clustering based scheduling is the second most widely
studied and exploited techniques in the history of
multiprocessor scheduling. However, unlike the list
based approach that allocates and assign a task to a
processor in a single step, cluster is basically a two phase
heuristics, in the first phase, tasks that must go together
on the same processor, owing to their higher
interprocessor communication costs are decided upon.
These tasks are then mapped to a common cluster under
the ambience of cluster heuristics. There by generating
unbounded number of clusters for the whole task graph.
In the second phase, these clusters are mapped onto the
physical processors, and the tasks with in a cluster are
sequentilized using a priority based approach [4,12].

3.3. Duplication Based Scheduling

Duplication heuristics are more effective, in general, for
fine grain tasks graphs and for networks with high
communication latencies [4]. However, most of the
available duplication algorithms are designed under the
assumption of unbounded availability of fully connected
processors, and lie in high complexity range. Low
complexity optimal duplication algorithms work under
restricted cost and/or shape parameters for the task
graphs. Further, the required number of processors gro
Figure 4: Task execution finish time on Gantt chart
according to bottom level priority ws in proportion to
the task-graph size significantly. An improved
duplication strategy is proposed that works for arbitrary
task graphs, with a limited number of interconnection-
constrained processors[4].
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4. BASIC APPLICATION/TASK MODEL
A parallel program can be represented by a node- and
edge-weighted directed acyclic graph (DAG), in which
the node weights represent task processing times and
the edge weights represent data dependencies as well
as the communication times between tasks.

A DAG – G = (V,E,w,c) - that represents the
application to be scheduled

• V = {vi : i = 1...N} represents the set of tasks.
• E = {eij : data dependencies between node ni and

node nj }
• w(ni) -- represents the node ni’s computation cost
• (eij)-represents the communication cost between

node ni and node nj.

Figure 2: Application Directed Acyclic Graph

A parallel program with n = 9 tasks is shown on
Figure 3.1.

In the scenario of scheduling the various terms used
by various researchers are as follows-

• Pred(t i):  It denotes the set of parents/
predecessors for a task ti in a given DAG. For
example in the DAG shown in Figure 3.1 is
pred(t7) = {t2, t4, t5}.

• Succ(ti): It denotes the set of successor tasks for
a task ti, for example succ(t1) = {t2, t3, t4, t5).

• Makespan or schedule length: It is the maximum
finish time of a task in the scheduled DAG.

• Static level( s_level): For a task ti, its s_level (si)
is defined as the sum of computation costs along
the longest sequential path from this node to the
sink node. It is calculated recursively in a
bottom-up fashion as:
SL(vi) = wi + max(succ vi)

• Bottom level(b_level): For a task ti its b_level(bi)
is same as the s_level except that the
communication costs along the longest directed

path are also taken into consideration. It is
calculated recursively in a bottom-up fashion:
Bi = wi + max (bj + cij)

• Top level (t_level): for a task ti its t_level is
defined as the sum of computation and
communication costs along the longest directed
path from the source node to the concerned
node. It is calculated recursively in a top down
manner as :
TL = max (predvi) {wi + ci}

• Candidate task processor: the task/processor
that is under consideration for scheduling at any
given time is called candidate task/processor.

• CCR: this term represent the ratio of average
communication cost over all edges to average
computation costs over all nodes in a DAG.
Higher CCRs or fine-grained tasks graphs
reflects the communication intensive
applications, whereas lower CCRs or coarse-
grained graphs indicate the compute intensive
nature if applications.

As the DAG scheduling problem is NP-complete in
general, a number of heuristics have been proposed.

5. STATIC LIST BASED SCHEDULING

Static scheduling of a program represented by a directed
task graph on a multi-processors system to minimize the
program completion time is a well-known problem in
parallel processing [9]. Since finding an optimal schedule
is an NP-complete problem in general, researchers have
resorted to devising efficient heuristics. The objective of
scheduling is to minimize the completion time of a
parallel application by properly allocating the tasks to
the processors. A parallel program, therefore, can be
represented by a node- and edge-weighted directed
acyclic graph (DAG), in which the node weights
represent task processing times and the edge weights
represent data dependencies as well as the
communication times between tasks. In dynamic
scheduling, a few assumptions about the parallel
program can be made before execution, and thus,
scheduling decisions have to be made on-the-fly[1].

In list scheduling tasks are considered, for
determination order, according to their priorities which
guarantee the earliest start and finish time of each task.
All known approaches use for that single or multiple
characteristics of task graph (such as: slack; finish time;
longest to a bottom and to a top nodes; critical path; set
of in-neighbours and out-neighbours etc). In this case
both stages of scheduling perform sequentially.

Static list scheduling algorithms include two stages:
• Order formation of tasks
• Allocation of tasks to processors
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For the DAG shown in Figure 2, the priority list
according to different priority schemes i.e t_level, b_level
and s_level are shown on Table 1.

Table 1
Priority Attributes for the given DAG

Node s_level t_level b _level
t1 75 0 99
t2 55 28 71
t3 45 24 55
t4 50 22 60
t5 35 24 57
t6 25 52 27
t7 30 50 34
t8 35 50 43
t9 20 78 20

5.1. Phase1: Task Priori Assignment
In phase 1 the task priority can be done in different
manners according to the different priority levels and
the task sequence or list is constructed.

• static_level based task priority list:
< T1, T2, T4, T3, T5, T8, T7, T6, T9>

• bottom_level based task priority list assignment:
< T1, T2, T4, T5, T3, T8, T7, T6, T9>

• top_level based task priority list assignment:
< T9, T8, T7, T6, T5, T2, T3, T4, T1>

5.2. Phase 2: Processor Selection Phase
In this phase, tasks are picked up one by one from the
above generated list and assigned to a processor that
can execute it at the Earliest Start Time or the earliest
execution (finish time) time so that the overall makespan
of the task graph is minimised

Table 2 is the processor selection phase of static level
priority and Figure 3 represents the execution time with
the help of Gantt Chart and it indicate that ST level
having Minimum makespan is 85.

Table 3 based on bottom level priority and Gantt
chart on Figure 4 shows the minimum makespan is 80.

Table 4 shows the processor selection of top level priority
and results of minimum makespan represents on the
Figure 5 which illustrate the minimum makespan is 80.

(1) List Scheduling, Based on Static Level
Gantt- chart representation for static level priority.

 Figure 3: Earliest Execution Time Results on Gantt Chart

Table 2
Processor Selection on Static Level

Node Earliest start time on diff. Selected
Processors processor

P1 P2 P3
T1 0 0 0 P1
T2 20 28 28 P1
T3 40 22 25 P2
T4 42 37 25 P3
T5 45 42 40 P3
T6 60 65 60 P1
T7 60 55 50 P3
T8 45 50 40 P3
T9 75 65 60 P3

(2) List Scheduling, Based on Bottom Level Priority

Gantt- chart representation for bottom level priority.

 Figure 4: Task Execution Finish Time on Gantt Chart
According to Bottom Level Priority

Table 3
Processor Selection on Bottom Level

Node Earliest start time on diff. Selected
Processors processor

P1 P2 P3

T1 0 0 0 P1
T2 28 20 20 P2
T3 40 25 25 P2
T4 45 30 20 P3
T5 50 35 30 P3
T6 60 45 40 P3
T7 75 40 35 P3
T8 80 60 50 P3
T9 90 70 60 P3

(3) List Scheduling, Based on Top-Level Priority
Gantt -chart representation for Top level priority.

Figure 5: Task Execution Finish Time on Gantt Chart
According to Top Level Priority
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Table 4
Processor Selection on Top Level

Node Earliest start time on diff. Selected
Processors processor

P1 P2 P3
T9 0 0 0 P1
T8 20 24 28 P1
T7 20 28 28 P1
T6 45 40 40 P2
T5 58 50 48 P2
T4 60 45 40 P3
T3 65 60 55 P3
T2 65 65 60 P3
T1 75 70 65 P3

6. EXPERIMENTATION

A performance comparison of three priority heuristics
namely static-level priority, bottom-level priority and
top-level based priority on a multiprocessor system
comprising of different number of processors. For this
purpose a randomly task graph is first generated with
different design parameters like number of task nodes,
varying execution and communication costs and random
indegree and outdegree of these nodes. Different priority
levels are then calculated for each of these nodes in a
depth first search manner and a sorted list is prepared.
These nodes are then scheduled on different number of
processors by selecting the most suitable processor.

6.1. Performance Metrics

The performance and comparison of different priority
based list schedules are based on the following metrics.

(1) Normalized schedule length (NSL)

NSL gives the normalized makespan generated by an
algorithm with respect to the absolute lower bound,
which is nothing but the maximum static level of a task
in DAG. Normalization is required just for the ease of
representing results on a common scale for different
graphs having wide ranging cost parameters. The main
performance is the scheduling length of its output
schedule. Since a large set of task graph with different
properties is used, it is necessary to normalize the
schedule length to lower bound. It is the ratio of actual
makespan to the critical path length of the DAG
(representing lower bound of the makespan). Ideally it
should be one.

(2) Speedup

The speedup value is computed by dividing the
sequential execution time (i.e cumulative computation
cost of the tasks in the DAG) by the parallel execution
time. It is indicative of the benefits achieved by going
parallel.

(3) Efficiency

Efficiency of any particular task can be calculated by
dividing the speed-up to the total number of processors.
More the parallelism in the given DAG, efficiency will
be higher.

Efficiency = average speed-up/number of processors

6.2. Simulation Parameters

In this work, the random task graphs (DAGs) are
generated with 25, 50, 75,100,150,250 and 500 number
of nodes. The multiprocessor network is fully connected
network with number of processors as 4, 8 and 16. The
other parameters are as shown in the Table.

Table 5
Range of Input Data Dimensions

No. of Nodes in the DAG 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 250, 500

Execution time of the nodes {5-50}
in the DAG (min-max)

Communication cost of the {5-100}
edges in the DAG (min-max)

Number of parents (Indeg.) {0-4}
Number of childs (Outdeg.) {0-4}

Here average ratio of different parameters is
executed on the different priority levels and a
comparisons data is maintained to conclude best of the
priority level on the basis of their minimum execution
time.

Table 6
NSL on P=4

No. of Nodes 25 50 75 100 150 250 500
B_Level 56.7 83.8 91 94.8 97.6 99.2 99.7
S_Level 56.1 81 89.1 92.6 96 98.1 99.4
T_Level 49.2 66.6 75 82 89.6 95.5 98.3

Figure 6: Average NSL for three Priority Levels on
Different No. of Nodes for P = 4

Above said Figure No. 6 illustrate that the overall
performance of normalized schedule length on different
nodes shows different impact i.e the bottom level execute
results faster than the other.
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Overall performance of NSL on processors 4, 8 and
16 and on different numbers of nodes shows that the
bottom level priority having shorter schedule length and
minimum execution time.

Table 7
NSL on P=8

No. of Nodes 25 50 75 100 150 250 500
B_Level 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 2 2.9 3.8
S_Level 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.7 2 2.9 4.2
T_Level 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.7 3.3 4.5

 Figure 7: Average NSL for three Priority Levels on
Different no. of Nodes for p=8

Table 8
NSL on P=16

No. of Nodes 25 50 75 100 150 250 500

B_Level 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.51 1.6 1.6 2.5
S_Level 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.54 1.7 2.6
T_Level 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.2 2.4 3.3

Figure 8: Average NSL for three Priority Levels on
Different no. of Processors for p=16

Table 9
Avg. Speedup on P=4

No. of Nodes 25 50 75 100 150 250 500
B_Level 2.3 3.4 3.4 3.8 3.9 4 4
S_Level 2.2 3.2 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 4
T_Level 2 2.7 3 3.3 3.6 3.82 3.9

Figure 9: Average Speedup Graph for Three Priority
Levels on Different No. of Nodes for p =4

Table 10
Avg. Speedup on P=8

No. of Nodes 25 50 75 100 150 250 500
B_Level 2.3 4 5.4 6.6 7.2 7.7 7.9
S_Level 2.4 3.8 5.2 6.18 7 7.5 7.8
T_Level 2.1 3.1 3.8 4.5 5.4 6.6 7.4

Figure 10: Average Speedup Graph for three Priority Levels
on Different No. of Nodes for p=8

Table no. 9,10 and 11 are results of average speedup for
three priority levels on different number of nodes and the
performance are illustated on graphs shown on Fig. 6,7,8.

Table 11
Avg. Speedup on P=16

No. of Nodes 25 50 75 100 150 250 500
B_Level 2.3 4 5.5 6.9 9.4 13.7 15.4
S_Level 2.4 3.8 5.4 6.8 9.3 13.1 15.2
T_Level 2.1 3.3 4.2 5.04 6.8 9.2 12.4

 Figure 11: Speed up Graph for Three Priority Levels on p=16
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Table 12
Overall Efficiency P=4

No. of Nodes 25 50 75 100 150 250 500

B_Level 56.7 83.8 91 94.8 97.6 99.2 99.7
S_Level 56.1 81 89.1 92.6 96 98.1 99.4
T_Level 49.2 66.6 75 82 89.6 95.5 98.3

Figure 12: overall Efficiency p=4

Bottom level priority shows better efficiency than
the others on Figure no.12,13,14.

Table 13
Overall Efficiency P=4

No. of Nodes 25 50 75 100 150 250 500

B_Level 28.7 49.9 67.2 81.9 90.3 96.6 99.1
S_Level 30.2 47.7 65.6 77.2 87.6 93.7 98
T_Level 26 38.7 47.2 56.8 68.1 82.5 93

Figure 13: Overall Efficiency on p=8

Table 14
Efficiency Record on P=16

No. of Nodes 25 50 75 100 150 250 500

B_Level 14.4 25.1 34.2 42.9 58.7 85.4 96.4
S_Level 15.1 24 33.9 42.6 58.2 81.6 95.2
T_Level 13.2 20.5 26.4 31.5 42.3 57.8 77.7

Figure 14: Efficiency for three Priority Levels on p=16

7. CONCLUSION

In this work, a comparison of list scheduling heuristic
based on different priority schemes is taken up and
results presented after exhaustive simulations on a
randomly generated set of task graphs. Scheduling is
one of the vital design issues for achieving the optimal
efficiency of parallel architectures. Parallel programs are
assumed to be available in the form of directed acyclic
task graphs. A simulator is developed and tested through
simulation on multiprocessor system with different
number of processors using random task graphs with
widely varying design parameters. Performance is
analyzed using NSL, Speedup and efficiency metrics.

Based on the results obtained following major
conclusion are drawn-

• List scheduling is a simple and effective
scheduling heuristic.

• Different priority schemes in the first phase of
task sequence generation phase can significantly
affect the performance of the scheduling
algorithm.

• Bottom level priority scheme is seen to be most
effective in comparison to s-level and t-level
priority heuristics.

• N an average the order of performance
effectiveness is -

B_level based list scheduling heuristic > S- level
based list scheduling heuristic > T_level based list
scheduling heuristic

In addition it is observed that with increasing
resources speedup can be increased manifolds reflecting
effectiveness of parallel scheduling algorithms and hence
justifying the research in this area.

8. FUTURE SCOPES

This dissertation mainly focused on the static task
scheduling problem. In static scheduling, knowledge
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about the characteristics of the application such as task
execution time, communication cost, and task
dependencies are assumed to be available before
execution, and the schedule is generated off-line. One of
the directions to extend this work is to develop dynamic
scheduling algorithms to overcome the limitations
imposed by static scheduling. Dynamic schedulers use
information available at run-time to make scheduling
decisions. However, the decision making process must
be fast enough in order not to impact the application
execution. In other words, the scheduling overhead must
be minimized.
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